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StockMaster Tracker is a very versatile and easy to use mobile work platform. 
With two large diameter wheels it moves easily over sealed and unsealed 
surfaces or slopes making it ideal for indoor or outdoor use. Featuring a Tilt,  
Steer and Brake control it is fast and easy to move around. Take hold of the 
control, raise the unit to the mobile position and to move to the job.  
Release the control and Tracker automatically returns to the stationary  
mode where it is braked and totally stable.

One control does it all creating a much safer product.

With the Tilt, Steer and Brake control actuated, you are positioned away from  
the front of the ladder to allow a normal walking step. Tracker moves easily to 
the job in much less time than competing products and requires no set up  
when you get there. Tracker is easier and faster to move around and saves  
time on the job.

StockMaster TrackerPro features a Safety Rail system that can be adjusted to 
suit your job, providing improved ergonomics and easy access for maintenance, 
inspection, manufacturing processes and many other tasks, and with TrackerPro 
you are protected against accidentally stepping off the front of the platform. 
Featuring the unique and fully automatic StockMaster Auto-Gate TrackerPro 
frees your hands to carry an item and still maintain a safe grip as you leave or 
enter the workspace.

StockMaster Tracker is a modular design enabling parts replacement in the 
event of accidental damage. It is manufactured from high-quality materials and 
built to last. With reasonable care StockMaster Tracker will give many years of 
service, and get the job done.

StockMaster Tracker meets or exceeds all the requirements of the  
Australian / New Zealand standard AS/NZS 1892.1:1996, US standard
ANSI-ASC A14.2 - 2007 and the European Standard EN 131: Parts 1 and 2
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Mobility and Stability  
in all terrains for a more Profitable, Safer Workplace

StockMaster Tracker is an Auto-Safe  
and easy to use mobile, all terrain platform ladder.

StockMaster Tracker  
Platform Ladders . . .

4  Move easily over sealed or  
unsealed surfaces and slopes

4  Reposition quickly and  
require no set-up

4  Are complete with a safety railing  
system that can be adjusted  
to suit the job*

4  Are equipped with an automatic 
closing gate at the platform

  entry*

4  Are designed and tested to  
a 150 kg load rating

4  Meet Australian, New Zealand, US 
and European Union Standards 
and, there is a size to suit your job.

 TrackerPro*

With two large diameter wheels  
Tracker moves easily over sealed  

and unsealed surfaces.

Tracker is easier and faster  
to move around and saves  

time on the job.

StockMaster TrackerPro features  
a Safety Rail system that can be  

adjusted to your task.
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Model A B C

SM-T4

SM-T5

SM-T6

SM-T7

SM-T8

SM-T9

SM-T10

SM-T11

SM-T12

SM-T13

SM-T14

1145

1435

1720

2005

2295

2580

2865

3155

3440

3725

4015

895

935

975

1015

1055

1095

1135

1175

1215

1255

1295

1470

1600

1730

1860

1990

2120

2250

2380

2510

2640

1340

SM-T3 860 840 1210

Note : All dimensions in millimetres
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